More Details

To see a Uniform Summary, information on ordering from Flynn O’Hara Uniforms, and other details, please visit www.smhall.org/uniforms.
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SAINT MARY’S HALL UNIFORMS 2024-2025

LOWER SCHOOL BOYS

STANDARD

DRESS

More Details

To see a Uniform Summary, information on ordering from Flynn O’Hara Uniforms, and other details, please visit www.smhall.org/uniforms.
SAINT MARY’S HALL UNIFORMS 2024-2025

LOWER SCHOOL GIRLS

STANDARD

DRESS

More Details

To see a Uniform Summary, information on ordering from Flynn O’Hara Uniforms, and other details, please visit www.smhall.org/uniforms.
Dress shoes ONLY required on special occasions

SAINT MARY’S HALL UNIFORMS 2024-2025

MIDDLE SCHOOL BOYS

STANDARD

DRESS

More Details

To see a Uniform Summary, information on ordering from Flynn O’Hara Uniforms, and other details, please visit www.smhall.org/uniforms.
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